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ABSTRACT

ORIGINAL REFERENCE

Sacroiliac joint (SIJ) pain serves as an under-recognized
source of chronic low back pain. Improvement in the accuracy
of a clinical SIJ pain diagnosis lends a higher likelihood of
appropriate treatment measures, better patient outcomes
and decreased out-of-pocket costs. Therefore, the overall
purpose of this evidence to practice review was to highlight
the main points of a systematic review on the clinical
diagnosis of SIJ pain. Searches of five electronic databases
revealed 758 studies, nonetheless only six studies met final
inclusion criteria. Studies included were assessed by the
authors for methodological quality using the Quality
Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies (QUADAS) tool.
Evidence suggests pain provocation tests including distraction,
thigh thrust, compression, sacral thrust, and Gaenslen’s are
minimally useful individually at diagnosing sacroiliac joint
pain. The thigh thrust test was the most sensitive and the
distraction test was most specific. Furthermore, the
compression test carried the strongest positive likelihood
ratio. The highest likelihood ratio was reported when three or
more of the following pain provocation tests were positive:
distraction, compression, thigh thrust, sacral thrust, and
Gaenslen’s test for both the right and left sides. A
comparable likelihood ratio was found when any two of the
remaining four tests were positive after excluding the left and
right-side applications of the Gaenslen’s test. Prior to the
performance of pain provocation tests, research suggests
using McKenzie Mechanical Diagnosis and Therapy to
exclude pain of disc origin. The use of safe, efficient, and
clinically effective diagnostic evaluation techniques is
essential to the provision of high-quality patient care.
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SUMMARY
CLINICAL PROBLEM AND QUESTION

A

originated from the sacroiliac joint (SIJ).1 The SIJ is
a large, auricular-shaped, and arthrodial synovial
joint formed by the connection of the sacrum to the
right and left iliac bones.2 The primary function of
the SIJ is to absorb shock and transfer forces
between the upper and lower extremities.3 More
extensive dorsally, the ligaments of the SIJ
function to limit motion in all planes.3 While the SIJ
lacks significant range of motion, patients may
possess hypomobility or hypermobility of the SIJ
articulation.2 The most common mechanism for
acute SIJ pain results from a combination of axial
compression and rapid rotation, such as with
twisting while carrying a heavy object or falling.1
However, most athletes will experience a slow and
progressive onset of symptoms resulting from
repetitive activity performed over time.1 Common
pathologies arising from the SIJ include: sprains,
strains and dysfunction of the joint secondary to
insufficient or excessive mobility.1 Factors that
increase the risk of these conditions include leg
length discrepancy, antalgic gait, scoliosis, and
prolonged vigorous exercise.1 This multitude of
triggers, makes low back pain of SIJ origin
extremely challenging for the health care
provider to clinically diagnose.
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SUMMARY OF LITERATURE

Regrettably, no single history presentation, clinical
examination finding, or diagnostic imaging
technique can definitely establish a diagnosis of
sacroiliac joint pain.4 However, previous research
has studied these measures in an effort to improve
accuracy in the diagnosis of SIJ pain.5 While many
publications have referenced controlled local
anesthetic blocks as the best available tool to
determine the source of SIJ pain, these measures
are invasive and expensive, making them clinically
unpractical for routine use in the ambulatory care
setting.5 There are a variety of “special” tests
used by clinicians in the evaluation and diagnosis
of SIJ pain. These include motion palpation and
pain provocation tests.6 Numerous studies have
proposed palpation as a method to assess
movement or asymmetry at the SIJ.7 However,
generally their inter-examiner reliability has
shown poor.7 This leaves clinicians to rely on pain
provocation tests, which stress the structures of the
SIJ and provoke reproduction of symptoms, as
measures of non-invasive clinical evaluation of SIJ
pain.7 Common pain provocation tests used for
clinical evaluation include distraction, compression,
sacral thrust, thigh thrust, and Gaenslen’s tests in
addition to a host of others.7 The diagnostic
accuracy of pain provocation tests has been
called into question for its inability to discriminate
pain of sacroiliac origin as compared to the
reference standard.7 Consequently, clinicians must
be aware of both the sensitivity, or ability to
distinguish subjects with the disease, as well as the
specificity, or the ability to identify patients
without the disease associated with the tests used
for effective diagnosis of SIJ pain.8

Authors of the systematic review performed a
methodical search of MEDLINE, Scopus, AMED,
CINAHL, and EMBASE databases to determine the
diagnostic performance of clinical tests for SIJ
pain. Searches were filtered to include only
articles published in English between 1990 and
2011. Studies specifically addressing SIJ
dysfunction rather than SIJ pain were excluded.
Single articles were included in the systematic
review according to the following criteria: (1)
patients were at least 18 years old, (2) had nonspecific and non-pregnancy related low back
pain and/or buttock pain with or without radiation
into the lower extremity, (3) used clinical tests with
clear definitions of positive and negative test
results, and (4) provided sensitivity and specificity
data. Initially 758 studies were identified,
however 752 were excluded for failing to meet
selection criteria. Of the six studies included, two
studies evaluated the validity of each individual
test; three studies evaluated the validity of
several composites of tests; and one study
evaluated the validity of both individual and
composites of tests. All six of the studies included
used
a
contrast-enhanced
intra-articular
anesthetic block as the reference standard. The
number of patients enclosed in the studies ranged
from 34 to 140 with a mean age between 42 and
51 years old.

SUMMARY OF OUTCOMES
Studies included in the guiding systematic review
were assessed for methodological quality
autonomously by both authors using the Quality
Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies
(QUADAS) tool. The QUADAS tool consists of 14
items which can be answered with a yes, no, or
unclear. Nine of the 12 items relate to bias, while
three of the 12 items related to the quality of the
reporting and two of the 12 items conveyed
variability. Intra-articular administration of an
anesthetic block into the SIJ bilaterally was

Therefore, the overall purpose of the guiding
paper was to systematically review and
synthesize evidence associated with the clinical
diagnosis of SIJ pain. More precisely, this
Evidence to Practice Review aims to remedy the
following research question: In patients with low
back pain, which clinical evaluation tests are most
accurate for diagnosing pain of sacroiliac origin?
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agreed upon by the authors as the best available
reference standard for fulfilling QUADAS item
number 3 and correctly classifying SIJ pain.
Furthermore, to achieve item number 4 of the
QUADAS and to rule out spontaneous recovery or
progression to more severe pain, the acceptable
gap was agreed on by both authors as no more
than seven days between performance of clinical
and reference tests. Items 1,5, 10, 11, and 12
were scored using a 3 for yes; items 3 and 6 were
marked 2 for yes; and all other items were
counted 1 for yes.6 A quality score of 17 was
assigned to five of 6 items, while a quality score
of 18 was allocated to the sixth study.6

suggests pain provocation tests including
distraction, compression, thigh thrust, sacral thrust,
and Gaenslen’s are not effective predictors of a
positive intra-articular SIJ anesthetic block when
used alone without any other tests.11 However the
thigh thrust test was most sensitive, while
distraction test was most specific and compression
test carried the strongest positive likelihood ratio
(Table 1).6,11
Clinicians should choose a composite of tests which
may strengthen the likelihood of an accurate
clinical diagnosis. Evidence suggests an optimal
ratio of pain provocation tests composites which
can provide high specificity paired with low
sensitivity while still maintaining a high likelihood
ratio.11, 12 The highest likelihood ratio was
reported when three or more of the following pain
provocation tests were positive: distraction,
compression, thigh thrust, sacral thrust, and
Gaenslen’s test for both the right and left sides.11
A comparable likelihood ratio was found when
any two of the remaining four tests were positive
after eliminating the left and right-side
applications of the Gaenslen’s test (Figure 1).11
The inclusion of positive and negative likelihood
ratios in the individual studies helped to formulate
the conclusion that when in the presence of pain
below the lumbosacral region or groin, the three
prime tests for diagnosis for SIJ pain are
distraction, thigh thrust and compression.6 Only
after all six SIJ pain provocation tests are
negative, can SIJ pain be ruled out.11 Using clinical
examination techniques with high diagnostic
accuracy can eliminate or significantly reduce the
need to refer patients for diagnostic imaging.
Safe, effective, and efficient diagnostic
techniques can help improve the quality of care.
Furthermore, the use of clinical evaluation
techniques can decrease health care costs, making
care more equitable for everyone.

FINDINGS AND CLINCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The systematic review guiding this paper aimed to
assess the diagnostic performance of clinical tests
commonly used to evaluate SIJ pain. For each
clinical test, sensitivity and specificity were
documented. In addition, positive predictive
values (PPV) were included to describe how often
a positive finding was correct, while negative
predictive values (NPV) were provided to
consider the accuracy of a negative test result.
Furthermore, positive and negative likelihood
ratios were extracted when available. Positive
likelihood ratios (LR+) were used to provide
confidence in the fact that the pathology was
present when a test was positive. Likewise,
negative likelihood ratios (LR-) express the
probability that the condition was present despite
a negative result on the diagnostic test. Evidence
revealed that when used in isolation, most clinical
tests had poor diagnostic performance.9 Clinical
tests including the Gillet, pain over SIJ or groin or
buttock, sitting position, posterior superior iliac
spine pointing, sacral spring, and sacral sulcus
revealed poor clinical utility as result of low
specificity, low sensitivity, and positive likelihood
ratio.9 However, the high sensitivity and specificity
values of FABER, thigh thrust, and resisted
abduction may make these tests better indicators
of SIJ pathology.10 Furthermore, evidence
Copyright © by Indiana State University
All rights reserved. ISSN Online 2577-8188
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Table 1. Summary of Diagnostic Accuracy for Individual Clinical Tests of Sacroiliac Joint Pain
Intervention
Thigh thrust

Gaenslen’s
Sacral thrust
Distraction test

Study
Dreyfuss et al.8

Sensitivity (95% CI)
0.36

Specificity (95% CI)
0.50

Broadhurst and
Bond9
Laslett et al.10

0.80

1.00

0.88 (0.64–0.97)

0.69 (0.82)

Dreyfuss et al.8
Laslett et al.10

0.71
0.53 (0.30–0.75) R
0.50 (0.27–0.73) L
0.53
0.63 (0.39–0.82)
0.60 (0.36–0.80)

0.26
0.71 (0.53–0.84) R
0.77 (0.60–0.89) L
0.29
0.75 (0.58–0.87)
0.81 (0.65–0.91)

0.69 (0.44–0.86)

0.69 (0.51)

Dreyfuss et al.8
Laslett et al.10
Laslett et al.10

Compression
Laslett et al.10
Note: *CI: confidence interval.
†+LR: positive likelihood ratio.

2.20
1.84
2.21
2.50
3.20
2.20

CLINICAL BOTTOM LINE
Diagnostic tests are a critical component of health
care. Information on the accuracy of diagnostic
tests can help in clinical decision-making and assist
in the provision of safe, timely, effective, efficient,
and equitable care. Based on the findings of this
review, we suggest a framework for improved
diagnosis in the evaluation of SIJ pain. Evaluation
of pain below the lumbosacral or groin region
should begin with a thorough patient history.
Moving forward, a McKenzie MDT evaluation
assessing for centralization should be performed
to rule out pain of discogenic origin. This should be
proceeded by the performance of 6 pain
provocation tests: beginning with distraction, thigh
thrust, and compression tests and continuing with
the sacral thrust and Gaenslen’s test for both the
right and left sides as needed. The receipt of 3 or
more positive tests provide the optimal balance
between high specificity, low sensitivity, and a
high likelihood ratio. We believe use of this
criterion is best practice for establishing a highly
accurate SIJ pain diagnosis. Alleviation of the
patient’s symptoms through repeated anterior and
posterior innominate rotation may further validate
diagnosis, but more research is needed to support

pain provocation tests.13 McKenzie Mechanical
Diagnosis and Therapy (MDT) is a well-studied
technique which utilizes repeated movements to
assess musculoskeletal disorders of the spine and
extremities.14 By performing repeated movements
during the examination, patients may develop a
direction of preference (e.g., truck flexion,
extension, or lateral bending) that is correlated to
a movement which centralizes the pain from the
extremities to the spinal midline.14,7 Centralization
has been reported as highly specific to discogenic
pain, yet is not observed in patients with
confirmed pain of sacroiliac origin.7 Therefore, we
strongly recommend the prerequisite use of MDT
by clinicians to rule out discogenic pain prior to
evaluation of the SIJ using pain provocation tests.
Moreover, current research suggests MDT can also
be used in adjunct to pain provocation tests to as
a method of alleviating pain and further
strengthening SIJ pain diagnoses.14 Patients may
be further classified with SIJ pain when repeated
anterior and posterior innominate rotation
movements alleviate pain and symptoms from the
region of the posterior superior iliac spine (PSIS).14
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this recommendation. It is our view that improved
diagnostic accuracy will lead to a higher
likelihood of appropriate treatment measures,
resulting in decreased out-of-pocket costs,
improved patient care, and enhanced patient
outcomes.
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Figure 1. Diagnostic Algorithm for Sacroiliac Joint Pain
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